New Encumbrance Type

In the previous version of TAMS Oracle, we used two encumbrance types: Purchase Order and Job Order

In the new version, encumbrances will now also appear on the requisition level once the requisition is approved; when the requisition is converted to a purchase order, the encumbrance will then appear as a purchase order encumbrance as in the previous version of TAMS.
• In the new version of TAMS, encumbrances will occur on the requisition level
  o The Encumbrance column of the Funds Available screen will now also include amounts related to approved requisitions, as well as purchase order and job order amounts; this new requisition encumbrance type is called Obligation

• Once the requisition is converted into a purchase order, the encumbrance type of the encumbered amount becomes a Commitment; this encumbrance type has not changed since the previous version of TAMS

425.00 total encumbrance on account 221180, natural account 6212
125.00 of the total encumbrance is on the requisition level (Obligation); new encumbrance type added in the new version of TAMS
300.00 of the total encumbrance is on the purchase order level (Commitment); not changed from the previous version of TAMS